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REACTION REFEREE VX1
INDOOR

BLACK 7385-0101

MSRP: $82.99
MEN’S SIZING: 8-12.5, 13, 14, 15
WEIGHT: 8.0 ounces
WIDTH: Standard Width

Introducing the next generation of high-performance referee shoes: The Reaction Referee VX1 or “REF VX1.” At
only 8 ounces, this revolutionary officiating shoe is feather weight and features a wear-resistant, easily polished
100% ventilated patent leather construction that makes it a winning call for the basketball or volleyball referee
with an eye on comfort and durability.
The REF VX1’s lightweight, compression-molded EVA midsole has been specifically designed to reduce the
knee and joint stress associated with prolonged standing and running. The low-profile, flat bottom, non-marking
outsole is purpose built for indoor sports, and its memory foam insole and midsole keep you at pace when gliding
back and forth on the basketball or volleyball court.
Beyond its unrivalled comfort, this is a referee shoe that truly stands in a class of its own when it comes to
durability. In surface peeling and tear strength testing, its revolutionary Micro Fabric genuine leather upper far
outlasts competing brands. It also tops the charts in flex resistance which allows for fluid movement with no ill
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effects or discomfort for the feet.

PATENT REACTION REFEREE

INDOOR

BLACK (WIDTH D) 7375-0101
BLACK (WIDTH EE) 7375-0101E

MSRP: $76.99
MEN’S SIZING: 6-12.5, 13, 14, 15
WEIGHT: 12.2 ounces
WIDTH: D, EE

With its wear-resistant, easily polished 100% patent leather upper construction, the PATENT REACTION
REFEREE is a great call for the referee with an eye on comfort and durability. Its lightweight, compressionmolded EVA midsole has been specifically designed to reduce the knee and joint stress associated with
prolonged standing. Low-profile, flat bottom, non-marking outsole is purpose built for indoor sports such as
basketball and volleyball. Comes in Genuine leather or Patent leather.

EE

AVAILABLE

REACTION LO

OUTDOOR

BLACK (WIDTH D) 7335-0101
BLACK (WIDTH EE) 7335-0101E

MSRP: $71.99
MEN’S SIZING: 6-12.5, 13,
14, 15
WEIGHT: 12.8 ounces
WIDTH: D, EE

With its wear-resistant, easily polished 100% genuine leather construction, the REACTION LO is a great call
for the officiating professional with an eye on comfort and durability. Its lightweight, compression-molded EVA
midsole has been specifically designed to reduce the knee and joint stress associated with prolonged standing.
Fitted with a removable leather tongue flap.

EE

AVAILABLE
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MOFO TRAINER

OUTDOOR

BLACK 7845-01

MSRP: $76.99
MEN’S SIZING: 3.5-12.5
Half Sizes, 13, 14, 15
(Women order 1.5 size down)
WEIGHT: 12.0 ounces
WIDTH: D

If you are looking for lightweight softball turfs that are big on comfort and performance, move forward with the

MOFO TRAINER. Featuring a genuine leather and METAMESH upper with double-stitched reinforcement in highwear areas, and our feather-light GLIDE midsole designed specifically for relieving knee and back pressure, the
MOFO TRAINER is perfect for everything from light training to grueling, weekend back-to-backs. A TPU shank
in the arch and molded heel counter work to ensure superior fit and stability, while its IGNITE outsole – boasting
a classic, single-form tread pattern – provides uniform support and rotational traction for confidently powering
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around bases.

REACTION PRO PLATE LO

OUTDOOR

BLACK (WIDTH D) 7345-0101
BLACK (WIDTH EE) 7345-0101E

MSRP: $104.99
MEN’S SIZING: 6-12.5, 13, 14, 15
WEIGHT: 15.7 ounces
WIDTH: D, EE

EE

AVAILABLE

PATENT REACTION PRO PLATE LO

OUTDOOR

BLACK (WIDTH D) 7345-99

MSRP: $115.99
MEN’S SIZING: 6-12.5, 13, 14, 15
WEIGHT: 15.7 ounces
WIDTH: D

With its wear-resistant, highly polishable, 100% patent leather construction, the PATENT REACTION PRO
PLATE LO is a great call for the officiating professional with an eye on comfort and protection – the legendary
comfort of a 3N2 turf shoe and the protection of a rugged, impact-absorbing, thermo-molded toe. At only
15.7 ounces per shoe, it may be the lightest plated umpire shoe in the game. Its trademark midsole has been
specifically designed to reduce the knee and joint stress associated with game-after-game action. Features the
black on black color scheme umpires prefer and is designed to minimize dirt build-up for easy cleaning.
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REACTION PRO PLATE MID

OUTDOOR

BLACK (WIDTH D) 7355-0101
BLACK (WIDTH EE) 7355-0101E

MSRP: $109.99
MEN’S SIZING: 6-12.5, 13, 14, 15
WEIGHT: 18.7 ounces
WIDTH: D, EE

With its wear-resistant, highly polishable, 100% genuine leather construction, the REACTION PRO PLATE MID
is a great call for the officiating professional with an eye on comfort and protection – the legendary comfort of

EE

a 3N2 turf shoe and the protection of a rugged, impact-absorbing, thermo-molded toe. At only 18.7 ounces per
shoe, it may be the lightest plated umpire shoe in the game. Its trademark midsole has been specifically designed
to reduce the knee and joint stress associated with game-after-game action. Features the black on black color

AVAILABLE

scheme umpires prefer and is designed to minimize dirt build-up for easy cleaning.

METATARSAL PLATE
Protection proven by big league officials.

•

Carbon fiber “U” construction for maximum
forefoot comfort with thick back padding for
shock absorption.

TOE PLATE
•

Reinforced density zones protect high impact
areas to offer unprecedented toe and forefoot
protection.

•

CarbonLyte fiber composite makes this the
most lightweight, comfortable plate shoe on the
market.
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UNIFORMS + APPAREL

CHOOSE YOUR SPORT
Choose from any cut of our 3N2 OFFICIATING
SHIRTS encompassing all major sports including:
Baseball, Basketball, Football, and Wrestling.

CUSTOM

MOST POPULAR CUTS PICTURED TO THE
RIGHT. ALL SPORTS AVAILABLE. CONTACT IF
YOU NEED MORE OPTIONS.

BASEBALL/SOFTBALL
SHORT SLEEVE W/ COLLAR

FOOTBALL/SOCCER
SHORT SLEEVE W/ COLLAR

WRESTLING/BASKETBALL/SOCCER
SHORT SLEEVE V-NECK

LONGSLEEVE

$54.99

$54.99

$49.99

$64.99

EARN YOUR STRIPES
Choose from our default stripe sizing, patterns,
or complete custom stripes in order to meet the
standards of your officiating organization.

CUSTOM

CHOOSE ANY COLOR, PATTERN, OR ACCENTS!

1/2” BLACK AND WHITE
STRIPES

1/16” BLACK STRIPE W/
1” SPACING SILVER BODY

BLACK STRIPE PATTERN W/
LIME GREEN BODY

1” BLACK AND WHITE
STRIPES

1/16” BLACK STRIPE W/
1” SPACING ROYAL BODY

SOLID RED BODY W/ BLACK
ACCENTS

2” BLACK AND WHITE
STRIPES

1/16” RED STRIPE W/
1” SPACING SILVER BODY

BLACK STRIPE PATTERN W/
YELLOW BODY

CUSTOM ORGANIZATION LOGO
Add a custom organization logo to your officiating
shirts in any location requested. Common placement
including chest, sleeves, and back yoke.

ADD FLAGS AND SECONDARY LOGOS TO
SLEEVES AT NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE.
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CUSTOM

4-6 WEEK TURNAROUND. 12 PIECE MINIMUM.
REQUEST YOUR DESIGN TODAY!

V-NECK REFEREE SHIRT

MEN’S

BLACK / WHITE 7000

MSRP: $43.99
MEN’S SIZING: S (34”-36”),
M (38”-40”), L (42”-44”),
XL (46”-48”), XXL (50”-56”),
XXXL (54”-56”)

V-NECK REFEREE SHIRT BLACK/WHITE. 100% Polyzone™
construction with moisture management, antimicrobial finish
to keep you dry and comfortable. Extended back tail ensures
the shirt maintains a professional tucked-in appearance.
Features a v-neck collar with lanyard loop.
*3N2 offers customization for wider or more narrow stripes
in addition to custom association or organization logos.
Please inquire for pricing and lead times on full custom
shirts.

V-NECK REFEREE SHIRT GREY

MEN’S

BLACK / GREY 7001

MSRP: $43 .99
MEN’S SIZING: S (34”-36”),
M (38”-40”), L (42”-44”),
XL (46”-48”), XXL (50”-56”),
XXXL (54”-56”)
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V-NECK REFEREE SHIRT GREY. 100% Polyzone™
construction with moisture management, antimicrobial
finish to keep you dry and comfortable. Extended back
tail ensures the shirt maintains a professional tucked-in
appearance. Features a v-neck collar with lanyard loop.
*3N2 offers customization for wider or more narrow stripes
in addition to custom association or organization logos.
Please inquire for pricing and lead times on full custom
shirts.

POLO COLLAR OFFICIALS LS SHIRT
MEN’S

POLO COLLAR OFFICIALS SHIRT. 100% Polyzone™
construction with moisture management, antimicrobial
finish to keep you dry and comfortable quarter after quarter.
Byron collar provides a sharp, clean look, while its extended
back tail ensures the shirt maintains a professional tucked-in
look. Features a ¼ zip neck and front chest pocket. A
perfect shirt for football, lacrosse, or wrestling officials.
*3N2 offers customization for wider or more narrow stripes
in addition to custom association or organization logos.
Please inquire for pricing and lead times on full custom
shirts.

BLACK / WHITE 7006

MSRP: $49.99
MEN’S SIZING: S (34”-36”),
M (38”-40”), L (42”-44”),
XL (46”-48”), XXL (50”-56”),
XXXL (54”-56”),
XXXXL (58”-60”)

POLO COLLAR OFFICIALS SHIRT
MEN’S

POLO COLLAR OFFICIALS SHIRT. 100% Polyzone™
construction with moisture management, antimicrobial
finish to keep you dry and comfortable quarter after quarter.
Byron collar provides a sharp, clean look, while its extended
back tail ensures the shirt maintains a professional tuckedin look. Features a ¼ zip neck and front chest pocket. A
perfect shirt for football, lacrosse, or wrestling officials.

BLACK / WHITE 7005

MSRP: $38.99
MEN’S SIZING: S (34”-36”),
M (38”-40”), L (42”-44”),
XL (46”-48”), XXL (50”-56”),
XXXL (54”-56”),

UNIFORMS + APPAREL

XXXXL (58”-60”)
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*3N2 offers customization for wider or more narrow stripes
in addition to custom association or organization logos.
Please inquire for pricing and lead times on full custom
shirts.
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UMPIRE POLO SHIRT
MEN’S

COLUMBIA 3110-1313
BLACK 3110-01
RED 3110-35
NAVY 3110-03
CREAM 3110-20

MSRP: $38.99
MEN’S SIZING: S (34”-36”),
M (38”-40”), L (42”-44”),
XL (46”-48”), XXL (50”-56”),
XXXL (54”-56”),
XXXXL (58”-60”)

3N2SPORTS.COM
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The classic, stylish UMPIRE POLO SHIRT is always
the right call. Features 100% polyester textured
mesh, 3-button placket, and rib knit collar and sleeve
ends. Extended tail with side vents provides added
comfort while a left chest pocket for line up card adds
essential functionality.

UMPIRE V-NECK PULLOVER

MEN’S

BLACK 7100-01
NAVY 7100-03

The durable, lightweight UMPIRE V-NECK PULLOVER
features water resistant 100% polyester taslon construction
with a comfortable fabric cotton lining. Additional features

MSRP: $54.99

include a rib knit collar, arm cuff and waistband finishes and

MEN’S SIZING: S (34”-36”),

side seam pockets. Order up one full size if used with a chest

M (38”-40”), L (42”-44”),

protector.

XL (46”-48”), XXL (50”-56”),
XXXL (54”-56”),
XXXXL (58”-60”)

COLD STRIKE JACKET

MEN’S

BLACK / WHITE 7240-0106

Strike out the cold with the revolutionary 3N2 COLD

NAVY / RED 7240-0335

STRIKE JACKET. Featuring full zip, inner fleece lining with
complementary rib knit cuff and collar to maximize comfort.
Featuring a “BlowBack” outer shell to fight extreme wind

MSRP: $79.99

chill so you can keep focus on your calls. The only cold

MEN’S SIZING: S (34”-36”),

resistant jacket to offer side pockets so your hands stay

M (38”-40”), L (42”-44”),

warm. The Cold Strike currently comes in two colors,

XL (46”-48”), XXL (50”-56”),

standard black and white or navy base with red and white

XXXL (54”-56”),

stripes.

XXXXL (58”-60”)
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UMPIRE HALF-ZIP JACKET
MEN’S

Focus on the count – not on staying warm – with our
UMPIRE HALF-ZIP JACKET. This zippered pullover features

NAVY / COLUMBIA 7200-0313
BLACK / WHITE 7200-01
NAVY / RED 7200-03

a micro-fiber shell and offers stand-up collar, Nylon lining,
side seam pockets, elastic waistband and contrasting rib
knit over the shoulders. Oversized, comfortable fit for easy

MSRP: $65.99

layering.

MEN’S SIZING: S (34”-36”),
M (38”-40”), L (42”-44”),
XL (46”-48”), XXL (50”-56”),
XXXL (54”-56”),

3N2SPORTS.COM
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XXXXL (58”-60”)

FULL LENGTH SOCKS

UNISEX
BLACK 4200-01
NAVY 4200-03

3N2 FULL-LENGTH SOCKS are made of ultracomfortable poly-cotton with elastane and feature a
highly efficient moisture management finish that will

MSRP: $10.99

keep you dry and comfortable when the pressure is on.

MEN’S SIZING: S (1-5), M (6-9),

Advanced stitching reinforces arch and ankle support and

L (9.5-12), XL (12.5-15)

reduces foot fatigue.
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3N2 BIG BAG
BLACK 3960-01
NAVY 3960-03

MSRP: $109.99
DIMENSIONS: 32” L x 15” W x 16” H

Big, simple and functional. The 3N2 BIG BAG is ideal
for those who need a traditional, straightforward
equipment bag. Its huge interior compartment is the
perfect place to stuff your stuff. Features two zippered
side compartments, a padded shoulder strap, roller
wheels for easy transport and bottom rails to protect
against wear and tear. This 32 x 15 x 16-inch bag is
manufactured from rugged 600-denier polyester and
features open surfaces for team logo screen printing or
embroidery*.

UMPIRE BALL BAG
NAVY 7900-03
GREY 7900-05
BLACK 7900-01

MSRP: $9.99

The 3N2 UMPIRE BALL BAG features heavy-duty,
polyester Cordura construction with PVC back coating
and double stitching in high-wear areas for season-afterseason durability. Two inside pockets and two belt loops
made to coordinate with standard umpire belts, provide

base of bag). Holds 2 softballs or 5 baseballs comfortably.

GEAR

added functionality. Dimensions are 12” at belt level, 13”
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WHEELED BAG

at base of bag and 12” in height (from top of loops to

3N2SPORTS.COM

SIZING TIPS
Our numeric sized products (such as some custom apparel)
are designed to fit the specific measurements. All of our
size charts reference body measurements.

HOW TO TAKE
BODY
MEASUREMENTS

Bust

Chest

Waist
Waist

If a cloth measuring tape is not available, use a string and then
measure the length against a yard stick. If possible, have someone
else take the measurement.

Hip

Chest/Bust – With your arms relaxed at your side, measure the
circumference of your chest. Hold the end of the tape at the fullest
part of your bust, go under your armpits, around your shoulder
blades and back to the front of your chest. Keep the tape level and
taut, but not stretched.

Inseam

Waist – Standing straight up and measure your waist at your
“natural waistline” which is located above your belly button. Hold
the end of the tape at the front of your body and circle around the
back to measure the circumference of your waist. No cheating –
don’t suck in your stomach.

Below Knee Inseam

Mid Calf Inseam

Hip – Start the tape at one hip and circle the tape around the
largest part of your backside and over your other hip until you are
back where you started. Keep the tape level and taut, but not
stretched.

Full Length Inseam

WOMEN’S SIZING

MEN’S SIZING

Size

XS

S

M

L

XL

2XL

Size

S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Bust

31.5-33

33.5-35

35.5-37

37.5-40

40.5-43

43.5-46

Chest

35.5-37

37.5-40

40.5-43

43.5-46

46.5-48

48.5-52

Waist

23.5-25

25.5-27

27.5-29

29.5-32

32.5-35

35.5-38

Waist

28-30

30-33

33-36

36-40

40-44

44-46

Hip

33.5-35

35.5-37

37.5-39

39.5-42

42.5-45

45.5-48

GIRL’S SIZING

YOUTH SIZING

Size

GS

GM

GL

Size

YXS

YS

YM

YL

YXL

Bust

25.5-27.5

28-30.5

31-33.5

Chest

—

27-28.5

29-31.5

32-34.5

35-37

Waist

20-22

22-23

23-25

Waist

22-23

23-25

24-26

26-28

28-30
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OFFICIATING PROGRAM
TERMS & CONDITIONS
LOGO SET-UP

REFILL MINIMUMS

•3N2 requires a print-ready logo in Vector format which includes (.pdf,
.ai and .eps formats). 3N2 provides artist services subject to art fee
dependent on artwork request.

•Sublimation: 1 piece (additional charges may apply)
•Custom Twill Jerseys: 6 pieces

•Sublimation – 3N2 does not charge set-up fees on our sublimation
products for stock logo, font, numbers, or clipart. However, any
changes requiring artwork services are subject to an additional design fee.

•Custom Twill Pants: 6 pieces

CHANGE ORDERS

RUSH ORDER CHARGE

Once submitted orders are confirmed and approved by 3N2, no changes
to my3N2 or custom orders can be accepted. This includes artwork,
design, quantities, sizes, names, or personalization.

 ustom Uniforms: Subject to 3N2 approval, custom uniform orders
C
can be rushed. Rush service available, please inquire for order Rush
Order Fees.

ARTWORK APPROVALS

CUSTOM UNIFORM SHIPPING

•Once your order is submitted, 3N2 will contact you to confirm order
approval. Once order has been confirmed, orders cannot be cancelled
or modified and are considered final and binding.

No matter where you are located, 3N2 ships express direct from factory
to your door for a flat shipping charge of $1.99 per piece shipped.

•Custom art services are available for sublimation products.
Custom artwork is subject to an additional design fee.

3N2SPORTS.COM
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APPENDIX

•Estimated shipping lead times are not valid until orders are approved
and submission confirmed by 3N2.

3N2, LLC I 111 ATLANTIC ANNEX POINT #1 MAITLAND, FL, 32751
P: 407.862.3622 / 877.362.1440 I F: 800.964.0175 I E: SALES@3N2SPORTS.COM

